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In 1905 Morris & Co. changed from being the partnership left at Morris's death
in 1896, to become the private limited company of Morris & Co. Decorators Ltd.
Henry Currie M.arillier became the Managing Director while John Henry Dearle
would serve as Artistic Director. Almost immediately Marillier organised the issue
of catalogues covering the range of Morris & Co. services, in an attempt to
promote what had become a flagging market. One such catalogue issued in 1907
noted that the woven silk and linen fabric Golden Bough (produced in ] 888) was
'designed by the late Mr. William Morris'.! Such an assertion however should nor
be unreservedly accepted. Golden Bough may well have been designed by Henry
Dearle. 2 Following Morris's death J'vlorris & Co. management carefully omitted to
acknowledge Dearle's contributions to the company's range of designs, hoping to
gain economic mileage by trading on the name of the firm's founder. It would
seem that Dearle's reticence added support to this stance. J Dearlc clearly did not
insist on being recognised as designer in company catalogues and his gentle nature
had also to comend with the strong personality of Henry Marillier at the
management helm. For Linda Parry designer atrribution for Goldell Bough
presents a problem because 'it is as difficult to believe that Morris would have
produced [this] weak [design] as it is to believe Dearle was capable of such
sophisticated repeating structures so early in his design career'.4 What Parry's
consideration of Golden Bough does is show the extent to which Dearle was
schooled in Morris's principles.
George Wardle noted in 1897 that in employing Dearle in 1878 Morris was
'influenced by the evident intelligence & brightness of the boy'.s These
characteristics were obviously put to good use after Dearle moved to the glass
painting room where, according to Lewis F. Day, Dearle 'presently earned in the
morning half of the day ... enough to leave him free for the rest of it to study
drawing, painting and design'.6 That Dearle was brought up also on an under·
standing and love of the natural world is indicated by his retaining throughout his
hfe an edition of Oliver Goldsmith's Pictorial History of the Earth and Animated
Nature which had clearly belonged to his father.7 The 'company style', upon
which Morris & Co. prospered, was set on a firm footing by Morris in his own
time, with assured continuation under Dearle. Nonetheless Dearle's own design
work for the firm was both distinctive and individual.
Linda Parry has thoroughly and honestly examined Dearle's designing for
Morris & Co. textiles, considering outstanding and inferior features with equal
distincrion. 8 However Dearle's involvement with Morris & Co.'s stained glass has
most often drawn a dismissive reception. Paul Thompson has asserted that 'old
designs were often repeated with fair success, but nothing was made to compare in
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quality with the best work before 1880'.9 Christine Poulson has suggested that
'the standard of the Firm's glass was entirely dependenr on Morris's eye for colour
and quality and Burne-Jones's skill as a designer'. ID David Bond and Glynis Dear
have claimed that the 'general tendency to reuse or adapt designs and morifs,
often many years after their original conception, resulted in a stagnation of style
development which Dearle's own designs did little to alleviate'.ll I take issue with
these statements.
Morris & Co. began to 'reuse or adapt designs' from 1862. l1 As eX3mples, the
1865 Oxford Agnes Dei appeared in three locations in that same year and the
Cambridge Evangelists were repeated eleven times in six years during the 1870s.\3
In repeating designs Dearle was simply following a company policy which had
been strongly supported by j\1orris himself. However Dearle did not slavishly copy
previous presentations. The Cambridge Evangelists as they appear in St. Martin's
in the Bull Ring, Birmingham, and in Sr. Barnabas's Chapel, Norfolk island,14
impress the same, variations in colouring and patterning being 50 subtle as to be
noticeable only on close examination. Dearle produced a rotally different effect in
1902 with the same figures in the East Window of the Parish Church of St.
Edward the Confessor, Leek. Here broad areas of pure colour remove the
windows even further from Perpendicular Style Gothic Revival tenets favoured by
Morris. In addition Dearle provided for Morris & Co. some 129 'principal'
stained glass window designs of his own. 15 The great East \Vindow of 1928 for Sr.
Augustine's Anglican Church, Unley, South Australia, is a highly accomplished
amalgamation by Dearle of adaptations of designs dating from 1862 to 1920 by
Morris, Madox Brown, Bume-Janes and Deacle himself [Plate GJ. Charles Sewter
has suggested that the most meritorious Morris & Co. windows are those for
which original designs were produced because these arc 'most suited to their
situation, and best integra red into the total architectural effect' .16 Certainly
these requirements were not always satisfied by repeated designs, however St.
Augustine's East Window succeeds in both cases. its striking unification reveals
Dearle's fine understanding of Morris's legacy of colour sensibilities. It stands as a
tangible argument against statements restricting excellence to Morris & Co.
windows which relied on 'Morris's eye for colour and quality' and were produced
before 1880.
Of Dearle's own window designs, War, Victory and Peace, created in 1920 for
St. Bartholomew's, Wilmslow, are perhaps the true watershed which moved
Dearle beyond Burne-Jones' shadow. Charles Sewter has been highly critical of

War:
The style is obviously, even slightly ridiculously, retrospective: the soldiers 3re
all conceived as knights in mediaeval armour. An unconvincing sentimentality
precludes any attempt to come to grips with the horrifying realities of modern
war. There is no genuine emotion or imagination here at all. l ?
However, the window was never mcanr as a vehicle whereby a beholder could
'come ro grips with the horrifying realities of modern war'. Sewter was viewing
the work some fifty-six years after its conception, with sensibilities honed by
numerous world wars and media coverage unknown at the beginning of the
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twenrieth cenrury. Memorial windows for casualties of the Great \'(Iar were never
envisaged as historical statements of the madness perpetrated. \'Vithout ignoring
realities, they were intended to replace brutality with gentle comfort, to offer
succour where life generally had been ended abruptly by hostilities. When a
version of War was dedicated also in 1920 in All Souls' Anglican Church, Sr.
Peters, South Australia lPlate H], the Rev. Wilfred Murphy pinpointed the
senrimenr seen to adhere to this work in its own time:
It is the hope and desire of [thel family that every parent who has lost a son or

brOther or relative at the front will be comforted when he or she looks at this
window with its sacred and beautiful suggestiveness of Divine love, of rest after
victory, of peace after strife. IS
To have had all the soldiers clad in twentieth century military uniforms, and
thereby remove the <retrospective' conception nOted by Sewter, would have
detracted from the spiritual feeling of the work.
The window Peace exhibits features which Sewter identified as typical of
Dearle's designing: <the attitude of the figure is uninteresting; ... the background
lisl of rather bare hilly landscape, and rhe foreground [is] filled wirh a profusion
of wild f1owers'.19 In view of Sewrer's dismissive attitude towards W'ar, Victory
and Peace, one might assume that his observations above-quoted were intended to
be disparaging. Yet they are important indicators to some positive aspects of later
Morris & Co, stained glass. There is no doubt that there is often an awkwardness
to De.ulc's figure delineations. This inadequacy would have resulted from the
fact that Dearle was allowed no figure designing during his first twenty years
with Morris & Co., this position being controlled by Burne-Jones. Thus with
Burne-Jones's death in 1898 Dearle had no cxperience in this area upon which to
call. His early drawing skills may also have been affected by his father's profession
as a mechanical draughtsman. 2o This want of skill was a downside to the
company's in-house training programme, The 'foreground filled with a profusion
of wild flowers' was an upside resulting from Deacle's years of slIch designing
for the company's tapestries. 1n his acute observations of nature he never lost
sighr of the fact that he was designing for rwo-dirnensional media. Together with
the backgrounds 'of rather bare hilly landscape', the floral fOIegrounds in the
windows contributed to a new iconography which Dearle alone had to invent as
Morris & Co, faced a world changed by the Great War. The backgrounds reveal a
neutrality of place, the foregrounds an intimacy of comfortable memories. The
'attitude' of rhe figurcs no longer exhibits the dynamism or elegance of BurneJones's decorative presentations, bur rather they arc stolid, quiet images intended
to communicate a consoling serenity. Paul Thompson has claimed that in 'the
hands of Morris and Burne-Jones' defects in Morris & Co. windows 'were usually
concealed by rhe qualiry of rhe colour and rhe invenriveness of rhe design' but in
'lesser hands . . . technical lifelessness was manifest',ZI Ingenuity in terms of
energy may not have been a strong point in Dearle's work but the 'quality of the
colour' remained paramount. Deacle was a true master of colour harmonies and
this attribute breathed life into his designs.
Of Morris & Co.'s twentieth century windows Sewter has perhaps been most
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scathing of the Light of the World, citing it as a vivid example in later years of the
firm's 'betrayal' of early principles by reverting 'co the early nineteenth-century
practice of copying painrings'J2 In 1913 Dcarlc designed a two-light window for
All Saints, Freshwater, Isle of Wight, based on painriogs by G. F. Watts 23 and in
1931 Morris & Co. produced a 'glass copy' of Frank Dicksee's l-Iannony for the
Vancouver Art Gallery.14 K. Corey Keeble has stated that 'Morris & Co. eschewed
academic copies' and, contrary co Scwter's opinion, cites the inrerpretatioll of
Harmony as 'an exception to its usual practice'J5 Morris & Co. produced two
Light of the World windows, one of 1931 for the Baptist Church in Unley Park,
South Australia, the other for the Wesleyan Chapel in Earl Shilron, Leicestershire.
Sewter assumed the two Morris & Co. Light of the World windows to be
idenrical and classified them as simply a translation into glass of \Xtilliam Holman
Hunt's 1853 painting,26 Yet a comparison of the Unley Park production with the
Leicestershire rendering shows that the Australian window received an individual
interpretation. For the Unley Park commission Morris & Co.'s Catalogue of
Designs states that the figure of Christ was 'revised ... by Mr. Dearle'.2 7 Dearlc
was not content to send a work to South Australia without Morris & Co.
originality. The Leicestershire Light of the \'(1orld was indeed a copy by W. H.
Knight of Holman Hunt's painting and would have been produced after Oeacle's
death in 1932. Under Henry Dearle Morris & Co. in no way supported slavish
copying or the painr.erly technique of early nineteenth century work. For Un Icy
Park Dearle drastically altered Hum's drapery and changed the attitude of Christ,
moving the focal point of the lamp to bring the whole figure into prominence. The
strong use of lead lines ultimately stamped the window with Morris & Co.
trademarks of adherence to the mosaic system of window designing and resultant
brilliance and purity of colour.
Dearle fully understood the processes for which he designed 2M and while he
may have been 'very strict' in the workplace he nonetheless held the respect of
fellow Morris & Co. workers because he 'was a fine craftsman and kept high
standards'.19 His rapport with clients was both kind and courteous and because of
this he successfully guided their choices nor only in stained glass windows but also
in decorative arrangements for their homes.J u Although Morris & Co. was 'nor
founded to be a conventional company', Deacle managed with his insight and
acumen to bring to the firm a 'more saleable' image which carried it through a
further forty·odd years after Morris's death 'within the conventional commercial
market')l In so doing he in no way betrayed the precepts laid down by Morris of
quality workmanship and truth to materials.
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